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A leaflet for a shopping centre
Front Cover
Title: A new shopping mall in Yuen Long – Rainbow Shopping Mall
Introduction: Rainbow shopping mall has a lot of different shops. E.g. trendy,
boutiques, food shops and bookshops. This shopping mall is in the heart of Yuen Long.
Inside page
Shopping:
Rainbow Shopping Mall has a lot of shops, e.g. boutiques, shoes shops, cosmetics,
ladies wear, menswear and more… You can buy a lot of thing you need in the shopping
mall.
Food:
Rainbow Shopping Mall has a lot of food shops can let you choose to eat. McDonald’s,
Chinese restaurants and ice cream shops.
A place to enjoy:
If you are tired, Rainbow Shopping Mall offers you a place to rest. Enjoy yourself in our
bookshops. You can go inside to drink coffee and read at the same time. The bookshops
is the biggest in Hong Kong. If you buy any book, you can have a 85% discount.
Something new in Rainbow shopping mall - Common area:
We are adding a new common area to let everybody take a break after shopping. We
have a new animate shop next to the shopping mall. The animate shop is the biggest
in Hong Kong. If you spend $300 in our shopping mall, you can get a $20 coupon of the
animate shop.
Service Counter:
Our Counter is on the second floor (next to the bookshop). If you need help, you can
also contact us at 36219827.
Future planting:
We are planting a variety show. Our partner is Omi Animate shop. If you spend $200
or above, you can be our gold VIP. Every time you come, you can get a free water or
ice cream. More information will be provided at a later moment.

Back cover
Address: 123 Tai Tang road, Yuen Long (next to Omi Animate Shop)
Transport: Please check Google map or bus shop (next to OK convenience store)
1) MTR (Get out of Yuen Long MTR station and walk 10 minutes)
2) Minibus
3) Taxi
Please come and enjoy in Rainbow Shopping Mall, let’s have fun!

